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HOME&DESIGN

CUSTOM
AND
SEMI-CUSTOM CABINETRY
The flexibility of custom, and value of
semi-custom, are both available at MTKC.

O

by Eric Au

different pieces at the factory before finish allows for fewer touchne of the questions we get asked the most is,
ups on site, and fewer seams in the end product all together. This is
“What is the difference between custom and
especially true of moldings and trim pieces attached to the cabinetry
semi-custom cabinets?” Let’s take a look at the
before finishing. It is unlikely that a typical cabinet installer can inbenefits of the two offerings.
stall the cabinets and hide the touch-up. And if the installer can hide
The versatility of custom
it well, what price are you paying for his time? When applicable, it’s
“Custom made” means something was pursimply more effective and economical to have it done at the factory.
posely made to certain specifications for a particular person or sitThe value of semi-custom
uation. While both custom and semi-custom cabinets are built to
One common misconception is that all custom cabinets are of
order, the number one benefit lies in the fact that custom cabinets
higher quality than semi-custom cabinets. Quality comes from dedmean choices; they have the flexibility to adapt to unique situaication to craftsmanship and detions. For example, most custom
tails, and from the finest material
cabinet brands can manufacture
and consistency of state-of-themany more sizes than semi-cusart manufacturing plants. In othtom lines can; so custom cabinets
er words, quality lies in the cabiare better able to accommodate
net brand. Don’t be fooled by
different design layouts and difcheap custom cabinets! If you do
ferent appliance sizes. As to the
not have a space that requires cusdegree of customization—each
tom sizes, and can find the right
brand varies from another beofferings within the semi-custom
cause of the nature of their maproducts, you can find many high
chinery and craftsmanship.
quality semi-custom products
Other than sizes, custom cabithat suit your needs at a more afnetry is likely to outperform semifordable price. KraftMaid, for incustom cabinetry in areas such as
stance, is known for its Harmony
finishes and door styles. Brands
storage solutions as well as the
like Plato Woodwork will do cusvalue and savings of its products.
tom color matching to a piece of
PHOTO COURTESY OF PLATO WOODWORK INC. WWW.PLATOWOODWORK.COM.
So don’t dismiss a brand at first
your furniture, or even to the colglance just because it is not custom. Semi-custom brands offer
or of your favorite scarf. But the more important aspect of custom
wonderful looking kitchens, too.
cabinets is their ease of installation. Custom cabinet brands sometimes allow for joining cabinets into one larger piece before finishFor a professional consultation, contact us at MT Kitchen Cabinets,
ing and shipping. For instance, instead of installing two 30-inch-wide
Inc (MTKC). We’re located at 2305 South El Camino Real, San Mateo,
cabinets, the customer can choose to have a single 60-inch-wide cabCA 94403.
inet. Not only is one larger cabinet easier to install than two small
Call us at 650.638.9188 or visit our website: www.mtkc.net. You can
ones, pre-joining also eliminates the seam that would have otheralso reach us by email at support@mtkc.net , or at Expo Daily Home
wise existed in between the two cabinets due to the joining on site.
Idea Center, 245 Charcot Ave, San Jose, CA 95131; 408.577.0755.
Furthermore, the ability to do all the gluing and nailing to combine
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